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Algae Lighthouse project captures the CO2 in the atmosphere and converts it into O2. 
This is possible thanks to the 9500 Microalgae Lamps that are placed vertically along 
with a steel tower structure. The tower light up green at night thanks to the energy 
produced during the day, capturing energy from the sun and the microalgae 
photosynthesis. It is estimated that the tower will catch around 95 Ton of CO2 each 
year. We hope this tower will promote the research of new innovative technologies to 
support environmental issues that we might face in the future.
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Battery will charge with the energy produced by the 
fotovoltaic cells and the energy produced by the 
microalgae and will be used for the Valve and the 
Leds.

Led lights will light up the microalgae at night, 
producing a green light e�ect.

A 3" diameter and 60" lenght translucent pipe of 
recycled plexiglass that allows the pass of sunlight 
for the microalgae inside. 

A 6x2" Steel pro�le that contain the Biolamps. This 
substructure is attached to the main structure.

This will help to produce energy that will be stored in 
the battery.

According to Pierre Calleja the inventor of this technology, 
each biolamp of 1,5m3 of microalgae solution has the 
capacity to capture around 2 Ton of CO2 each year. The 
whole tower posses 9500 units. We calculated that the 
tower will capture around 95 Ton of CO2 each year. This 
system also has the capacity to generate energy from the 
microalgae photosynthesis.

A 3/4" Bolt that �xate tha Biolamp structure and 
allows it to rotate on its axis.

This valve allows the �ow of air inside and outside the 
system. Its essential for the exhange of CO2 and O2.

The microalgae transform the CO2 of the 
athmosphere and converts it into O2 thanks to the 
photosynthesis.
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